v2 API consumption

- CSDK: PR in review
- GoSDK: implemented

New Device Services

- Authors responding to feedback
- Next for consideration could be RFID, UART and/or BLE

Device Profile changes

- Core WG proposed additional field “sourceName” for core commands
- “name” would be retained, allowing the source to be accessed via a different name
- This perhaps brings more confusion than benefit
- Cloud to propose changes based on discussion so far
- Device Profile documentation to be updated

Release schedule

- Current feeling is that Ireland will be released in June
- May not be enough time for QA on all of the device services
- Will aim to include a core set of DSs as part of the main release, with others to follow

Filtering ADR

- Should separate filtering functions into core functionality and future extensions
- Core filters should be defined in the ADR
- Future filters may be only outlined